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It is well documented that the majority of planned kidnaps occur close to areas 
that the victim frequents regularly, such as their home, office or school.
Because kidnappers need to observe their potential victims for days or even weeks in 
order to plan where to abduct them, they become vulnerable to detection.
Of course, it is hard to know whether people standing near or observing your home or 
office, or sitting in cars nearby, are a threat. However, there are various tactics that you 
can use that appear normal to the average person but which are quite intimidating to 
potential kidnappers.
In this way, you can ‘project’ security into potentially dangerous situations to intimidate 
would-be kidnappers and significantly reduce your risk of becoming a victim.
There are two types of projection: family and corporate projection. These differ mainly 
because of the assets available for projection. For example, a large company would have 
more money, time and security assets available to project security than a family would.

Specialists are available to talk you 
through this booklet and provide any  
additional information that you require.

Get in touch on 

pcprevention@aig.com 
to arrange a telephone appointment.
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Family security projection 

Intelligence gathering and dissemination
Any suspicious vehicle, person or incident should 
be noted by a member of the family or security staff 
and disseminated to other members of the family 
or staff on a regular basis. Ideally, all information 
should be collated by an individual and checked 
for patterns.
Also try to set up a neighbourhood watch system, 
where neighbours or people working nearby 
share details of any incidents or suspicious people 
in the area.

Intimidation
Family members and security staff should ask 
strangers parked in cars what they are doing and 
whether there is any way that they can assist them.
This procedure will appear innocent to genuine 
strangers, but it will be very intimidating to would-
be kidnappers and could force them to select 
another target.

Key times
There are key times when it is more likely that an 
incident might take place – immediately before 
the arrival or departure of a person at their home 
or office.
Therefore, security staff or other family members 
should go out and check the final approaches to 
the home or office, or even wait for and return 
with the approaching family member.

Reacting to incidents
The majority of kidnap victims say that something 
was not quite right or there were suspicious incidents 
before their abduction, but that no action was taken 
to investigate. Therefore, a vital part of projection is 
the aggressive investigation and follow up of any 
incident in the areas close to the home or office.

Enhancing projection capabilities
All family members can carry communications 
such as mobile phones or radios for reporting 
incidents.
Security staff can keep a log of any incidents and 
have a camera (or smart phone) to record and 
possibly further intimidate casual observers.
The use of low level armoured cars and defensive 
driving techniques can also provide proactive 
protection against any kidnap attempt.

Security projection planning
Our security specialists are trained in the evalu-
ation of a threat area and can help to hone a 
projection plan or create one for you.
Typical assistance would involve:
•	Identifying threat locations through reconnais-

sance of danger areas
•	Instructing family members and security staff on 

mobile security and counter surveillance
•	Instructing family members and staff on projection 

concepts, reporting and collation procedures
•	Setting up a security projection screening 

operation

Identifying hostile surveillance
It is important that individuals can identify whether 
they are being observed or followed. Kidnappers 
may well attempt to follow an individual once 
they have ‘picked them up’ while observing them 
close to their home or office.
There are many ways to confirm a following vehicle. 
Simple methods include:
•	Box drill – drive off your route and around the 

block, before returning to your original route. 
This will quickly identify beyond doubt any fol-
lowing vehicle.

•	Motorway drill – take the next exit and imme-
diately re-enter the motorway. Any vehicle that 
does the same is definitely following.

•	Stop at a garage for petrol and observe the 
actions of any other car following you. If they 
stop as well, this is suspicious.

Always have at least half a tank of petrol so 
that you can travel a decent distance if you 
confirm that you are being followed. Never 
continue to your destination once you have 
confirmed that you are being followed as  
you may be heading into a trap.
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Corporate security projection
Security projection can be very effective for identifying potential threats to companies 
and their staff.

Intelligence gathering and dissemination
The security manager should collate all secu-
rity information and regularly pass it to ‘at risk’ 
personnel. This should include checking report 
logs, surveillance videos and reports of suspicious 
incidents.
Companies should hold regular security briefings 
for their employees, emphasising the need for 
feedback and constant vigilance.

Integration
Factories and offices are usually situated in industrial 
areas alongside other companies facing the same 
threats. Therefore, cooperation with security staff 
from other companies is a good idea.

Intimidation
Static guards, bodyguards and other security 
staff should regularly observe and challenge any 
people or cars parked in the vicinity of the office 
or factory.
Security staff can also be warned of the departure/ 
approach of any ‘at risk’ member of the company 
so that they can observe and provide protection.

Key times
Key times are when an at risk employee is about 
to arrive or leave.
Bodyguards may want to leave ten minutes before 
the person they are protecting so that they can 
check the approaches to the office.

Reacting to incidents
Companies must react immediately to any threats. 
Security staff should investigate any reports of 
suspicious activity and ask local police or private 
security firms to investigate, if necessary.

Enhancing projection capabilities
CCTV can be re-sited to look outwards, as well as 
covering entrances.
Employees and drivers of company vehicles can 
be encouraged to be vigilant when approaching 
the office and report any suspicious vehicles or 
individuals, or anything unusual.
Security staff can make random patrols of the 
local area to demonstrate that there is a ‘security 
presence’.


